Juliet Hall is a respected and recognized advisor, leadership
consultant, international speaker and owner of Juliet Hall
INC, a leadership consulting firm based in Atlanta, GA.
After 20 years as a corporate executive for Chick-fil-A and
Wachovia Bank (Wells Fargo), Juliet learned that “you can
either be an unfulfilled laborer in someone else’s kingdom
or create your own.” Her authentic storytelling and edifying
words on leadership development will captivate and inspire
audiences who are at a professional crossroads and seek
wise, practical content on transforming organizational
culture and maximizing individual leadership.

areas of focus

1. Inclusive Leadership Lessons on microaggressions,
unconscious bias and understanding human needs
to help leaders transform internal culture.
2. Servant Leadership Character-based model of five
practices that great leaders have in common to build
culture, individual leadership and teams.
3. Self-Maximization A process to discover, develop
and dominate in a sphere of authority according
to one’s specialized area of gifting (for aspiring
entrepreneurs or those who face/seek a career shift).
4. General Inspiration Uniquely tailored, inspirational
messages to engage audiences and set the tone for
any meeting, based on organization’s theme.

770-696-3060

www.juliethall.com

office@juliethall.com

keynotes
1.

“It’s a Brain Thing: Outsmarting Your Own Unconscious Bias” In her
talk, Juliet uses sensitivity, appropriate and delicate humor, and examples
to disarm, engage and help senior leaders become more aware of the
biases we all share as humans, so they can lead with mindful intention
and foster inclusive environments within their organizations.

2. “Building Organizational Culture and Teams Through Servant
Leadership” In this highly popular and inspiring keynote based on the
Chick-fil-A SERVE Model (Copyright CFA Properties 2001), Juliet speaks
to the heart—the place where transformational leadership begins—and
shares five practices to develop average leaders into high-performing
servant leaders.
3. “OWN YOUR OPPORTUNITIES® (OYO)” This message is specifically for
the unfulfilled, disengaged leaders who are at a professional crossroads
in their life and/or career and who need guidance and inspiration on
maximizing their life’s potential. OYO teaches individuals to look within
themselves to discover (identify), develop (invest), and share (impart)
their value so they may thrive in their natural area of gifting.
4. “Reactivate Your Human KINDNESS” We’ve been taught, “It’s not
personal. It’s business.” However, all business is personal. In this feelgood presentation, the audience will receive kindness-in-action through
admired brands and learn five ways to infuse kindness throughout their
organizations. Perfect for opening or closing conference meetings.

“

As a large hospital system with close to 20,000 employees, it was
critical to find someone that could engage our senior leaders and connect
with them in a meaningful way that truly made them pause and contemplate topics
that are not always easy to digest. She engaged our leaders by using humor, passion, genuineness
and an interactive activity. She was illuminating, spirited, and incredibly relevant! Juliet’s presentation was well
received and the summit surveys echoed that positive feedback from its 350+ attendees of Baptist Health South
Florida leaders. Thank you Juliet for your thought provoking presentation!
Dr. Robin D. Tellez
HR Director, Inclusion Strategies/
RN Retention Baptist Health South Florida - Miami, FL

In all of academia, nothing is more gratifying to the students, faculty,
and staff like commencement. Having the right speaker is the catalyst to
a successful commencement ceremony. GMC – Fairburn was given the
extreme honor of having Ms. Juliet Hall to provide inspiring and challenging
words to our students. Her chosen charge of “Choose Excellence”, was more
than appropriate to the over 1,500 in attendance. If your organization is ever
in need of an exceptional speaker, choose Ms. Juliet Hall for any occasion.
Archie L. Bouie II
Campus President, Georgia Military College - Fairburn, GA

Partial
Client
List:

Juliet Hall is a world-class leader and experienced public
speaker who takes her audiences on the journey of selfdiscovery, motivation, and inspiration. She gets to the heart
of a matter when it comes to issues of how we are to live
an abundant life. She combines life wisdom with years
of valuable experience working for a major and highly
respected corporation. She is accessible, authentic and
profound. She has inspired many people around the world.
She is a rare find and one that is truly unforgettable.
Joanna E. Williamson
Co-Director, One Rock International - London, England

